
This Wednesday, the National Congress of Public Services, Mérida
chapter, was held, during which important issues were addressed,
including the start of operations of Conviasa, at the Alberto
Carnevali airport in Mérida (More info pag. 2).
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This Wednesday, the National
Congress of Public Services, Mé
rida chapter, was held, during
which important issues were ad
dressed, including the start of
operations of Conviasa, at the
Alberto Carnevali airport in Méri
da.

Likewise, the delivery of 150
transformers for the communities
and the completion of lighting
works in the tunnels of the Rafael
Caldera highway were announ
ced, among other solutions in
terms of drinking water, environ
ment, transportation, telecom
munications and distribution of
domestic gas.

The activity took place at the
Mucumbarila Convention Cen
ter, located in the Libertador
municipality (Mérida), led by the
sectoral vicepresident for Public
Services and Minister of the Po
pular Power for Electric Power,
Néstor Reverol, and accompa

nied, among others, by the Go
vernor Jehyson Guzmán,
Rodolfo Marco Torres, Minister of
the Popular Power for Water Ser
vices; Josué Lorca, Minister of
Popular Power for Ecosocialism ,
Raúl Paredes, Minister of the Po
pular Power for Public Works, the
deputy to the National As
sembly, William Gil and 23 ma
yors of the Andean entity.

Reverol, highlighted the impor
tance of creating a map of solu
tions to the problems of public
services, with the cooperation of
all institutional and community
actors.

SSoolluuttiioonn MMaapp

With reference to the strengthe
ning of the electrical system, Re
verol announced "the recovery
of 950 megawatts in the south
western region for hydroelectric
generation".

Regarding the distribution of do

mestic gas, he indicated that th
rough the Government Federal
Council (GFC), the project of iti
nerant mobile units with the ca
pacity to equip two thousand
cylinders per day has been in
cluded, which will allow a supply
cycle to be fulfilled every 15
days for distant communities.

Reverol reported that the opera
tion and inspection of the three
garbage dumps in the state we
re discussed, in addition to the
creation of a recycling school
and the inclusion of the state of
Mérida in the National Plan for
the Recovery of Compactor
Trucks.

Regarding the drinking water
service, he highlighted that th
rough the Government Federal
Council (GFC), projects were
approved for the maintenance
of aqueducts and deep well sys
tems.

In this sense, Governor Jehyson
Guzmán added that resources
were approved to improve the
aqueduct of the Sucre munici
pality (Lagunilla) and the Mucu
jepe water treatment plant, in
the Alberto Adriani municipality
(El Vigía).

In terms of transportation, the
Mérida Trolcable service will be
reactivated. “It will be articula
ted with a technical operational
commission of the workers of
Cabletren of the Caracas Metro
and Trolcable of Mérida”, Reve
rol explained.

For his part, the Minister of Popu
lar Power for Transportation,
Hipólito Abreu, approved a
transportation unit for the com

During the congress they outlined roadmaps with solutions
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As part of the strategies
agreed upon during the Meri
da Chapter Public Services
Congress, the Minister of the
Popular Power for Ecosocialism
, Josué Lorca, carried out three
inspections in the Sucre munici
pality of the entity.

During the tour of the Lomas
del Calvario landfill, Minister
Lorca listened to the demands
of the Popular Power and orde
red a survey of the needs of
the place.
A representative from the Go
vernment of Mérida participa
ted, with whom a review was

made of the
operations ca
rried out on the
site, the storage
capacity, the
conditions of the
pits and the lea
chate lagoon.

The minister pro
mised to begin
the correspon
ding studies for
the environ
mental sanita
tion of the area.

Likewise, Minister Lorca visited
the Tecnoplas recycling com

pany, located in the Lagunillas
parish, to verify the entire pro
duction process of medium

munity of El Vigía, and highligh
ted the importance of reactiva
ting the feeder routes to the
mass transportation system and
the routes for the municipalities.
of the interior of the state, in all
its axes.
Another point discussed was the
provision of the service offered
by Cantv, which will aim to
strengthen the sustained break
down recovery plan in the state.

FFaallccoonn cchhaapptteerr iinnssttaalllleedd

In this same order, last Friday,
the Vice President of Public
Works and Services, G/J Néstor
Reverol , led the installation of
the Falcón Chapter Services
Congress, which had as its deli
beration center the Hotel Brisas
de Paraguaná, located in the
parish North, Bella Vista sector,
Carirubana municipality.

In the development of the con
gress, the Minister of the Popular

Power for Ecosocialism, Josué
Lorca, was present, in addition
to the representatives of the ins
titutions that make up the Vice
Presidency of Services and Pu
blic Works, corresponding to the
areas of drinking and sewage
water, telephony and internet,
and gas supply.

Minister Lorca indicated that
with the teams of the institutions,
distinguished working groups we
re formed such as Citizen Partici
pation, Technical Scientific
Development, Management
Model and Local Experiences.

He pointed out that the proce
dure has "the purpose of crea
ting the agenda for concrete
action and the map of pro
blems, thus guaranteeing the
best functioning of all public ser
vices".

For his part, on the Instagram so
cial network, the also Minister of

the Popular Power for Electric
Energy, Néstor Reverol, stated
that the debate instance, which
will be in the 24 entities of the
country, seeks attention and so
lutions to the problems raised by
the Popular Power.

He pointed out that several
commitments emerged from the
meeting, among which are: the
recovery of the Wind Farm, the
installation of the new substation
in Chichiriviche , delivery of
transformers, recovery of the El
Isiro Central Plant line, com
prehensive rehabilitation of five
water pumping stations served
and the beginning of the Strate
gic Clearance Plan in Médanos
de Coro.

"We are going towards the con
solidation of the actions of the
National Government in the re
gions with the support of the
communities", he assured.

Central and regional governments meshed with the People's
Power
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Last Monday, the Sectoral Vice
Presidency of Public Works and
Services, held its weekly meeting
to take stock of the efforts
carried out and the plans to be
developed, in an effort to adapt
all the services in the country's
communities.

On this occasion, to fulfill
commitments made by the Vice
President and Minister of the
Popular Power for Electric Power,
G/J Néstor Reverol ,

spokespersons for the
"Ecosocialista Comandante"
commune of the El Valle parish,
and representatives of the
Mayor's Office of Caracas
participated in a work table.

The head of Ecosocialism, Josué
Lorca, was present at the
meeting's debates, in which it
was agreed to create a
Recycling School in the
aforementioned commune, with
the purpose of turning the area
into a counter for other

community organizations.

Likewise, it was decided to
adapt electrical panels, elevator
intervention, gas supply review
and waterproofing of the roofs of
buildings located in the
jurisdiction of the commune.

Likewise, it was decided to equip
the Infocenter of the Popular
House with computers and
equipment, the recovery of five
sports fields, and assistance to
seven educational units with
painting work and Internet
connection, in addition to the
necessary articulations for the
activation of a local from
Farmapatria.

In this regard, Vice President
Reverol indicated that "we will
use the 'Ecosocialista
Comandante' commune as an
example of articulation between
the levels of government and the
organized people, to empower
them in their spaces through the
National Network of Public
Services (Renaser)”.

and low density hoses for irriga
tion.

In this regard, he said "this is a
productive chain that gives us
faith in the ability of our people
to recycle all the plastic that is
discarded in all homes"

He added that the initiative is

going to multiply throughout
the national territory and "simul
taneously we will start the trai
ning processes in all states, with
the birth of the Recycling
School, which becomes the in
cubator of dreams in terms of
popular economy”.

Later, the head of Ecosocialism

went to the San Juan parish,
where the Free Ways metal
working company is located ,
with which he seeks to establish
an agreement for the acquisi
tion and repair of the garbage
compactor boxes placed in
the collection units.

The recycling school will serve as a showcase for other similar initiatives
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The Minister of the Popular Po
wer for Ecosocialism, Josué Lorca,
received in his office the Executi
ve Secretary of the Government
Federal Council, Guy Vernaez.

In this regard, the head of Ecoso
cialism recalled that "the Govern
ment Federal Council is the
instance of articulation between
the municipalities, governorates
and the Popular Power"

"We are convinced that only uni

ted can we meet the Fifth
Objective of the Plan for
the Homeland, and gua
rantee the construction of
a balanced relationship
between nature and hu
man beings," said Lorca.

He added that together
with the "Government Fe
deral Council we will be
implementing new forms
and methods, to genera
te that public policies in
ecosocialist matters are permea

ted at all levels"

Lorca and Vernaez agreed to advance
ecosocialist projects

Public servants from the Ministry
of the Popular Power for Ecosocia
lism and the Fundación Misión went
to the Generalissimo Francisco de
Miranda Recreational Park, to the
east of Greater Caracas, to carry
out a day of collecting seeds and
at the same time removing white
waste, which includes plastics,
glass, cardboard, paper and me
tals such as aluminum.

In the place, at the
head of the day,
was the president
of the Mision Arbol,
(Tree Mission) Wil
mer Vásquez, who
was accompanied
by the director of
the Mission in the
Capital District, Mi
led Rojas, the direc
tor of the
Ecosocialist Territo
rial Unit (UTEC) of

the Minec Capital District, José Ale
jandro Azuaje, the coordinator and
director of the Francisco de Miran
da recreational park, Daniel Már
quez and Ezequiel Montilla
respectively.

During the mobilization, seven kilos
of seeds were collected from the
species of Palma Redonda,
Cañafístula Llanero, camoruco ,

Granadillo Ébano, Granadillo Brasi
lera, Acacia Amarillo, Samán, An
dira , Carocaro and Araguaney.

In this regard, Vásquez commen
ted that "climate change has im
pacted the environment, because
the flowering process of the Ara
guaney tree was brought forward",
to remember that the flowering sta
ge of the tree is in the month of
May and not in March.

Likewise, the authorities announ
ced that during the sanitation, 200
kilos of white waste could be co
llected.

Vásquez and Azuaje made a joint
call to the Venezuelan population
to be aware in the care of the
parks and recalled the motto used
during the operation of Safe Carni
vals 2022: "Give the Tail to your Gar
bage".

During the activity, 200 kilos of white waste were collected
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The San Felipe el Fuerte
Historical Archaeological Park
was inaugurated on March 6,
1974 and declared a National
Historical Monument in 1985.
Currently, the park, also called
"La Pompeya Venezolana", for its
historical value and being the first
of its kind in the country. It is
under the administration of the
National Institute of Parks (
Inparques ), an entity attached
to the Ministry of the Popular
Power for Ecosocialism (Minec).

By 1768, the city of San Felipe El
Fuerte had a large population
and enjoyed significant
commercial activity. This was due
to the large cocoa production of
the haciendas and the
operations of the Guipuzcoana
company. The Yaracuy River was
then navigable and the products
of the valley were shipped in flat

bottomed barges to the sea.
Unfortunately, this economic
movement disappeared after
the earthquake of 1812, due to
the fact that more than half of
the population perished in the
tragedy.

The San Felipe el Fuerte
Recreational Park became the
first and only historical
park in relic status in
Venezuela, under
decree No. 1,686 on
March 7, 1974, and is
another of the
territories of life and
peace offered by the
Bolivarian Government
so that the people can
enjoy it for free and
where environmental
education is
encouraged, which is
aimed at complying
with the 5th Historical

Objective of the Plan of the
Homeland, in order to contribute
to the preservation of life on the
planet and the salvation of the
human species.

In the spaces of the park there
are about one hundred plant
species, where you can find
samanes, cedars, mangoes,
jobos, medlars, jabillos, coffee
trees among others. You can also
see ancient trees with heights of
up to 30 meters and enjoy a
fauna made up of species of
mammals such as sloths, squirrels
and rabipelados, reptiles such as
iguanas and snakes; birds, such
as guacharacas and parrots.

During his tour, the visitor will
come across the old cobbled
streets, the central square and a
wall of the church of Our Lady of
the Presentation. But not only
going to this park represents a
visit to the past, currently the
space serves as a habitat for
animals such as sloths or
woodpeckers.

It is the first and only historical park in relic status in the country

The park reached its 48th anniversary
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@@NNiiccoollaassMMaadduurroo
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2 years ago the world received one of the most shocking
news, when the WHO declared Covid19 as a Pandemic.
Today we recognize the solidarity of the brother countries

that have defended life and health above economic
interests.
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80% of university students in Venezuela belong to public
universities, trained with the highest quality. This is only
possible thanks to a socialist, Christian, popular and

humanist Revolution such as the Bolivarian Revolution.
Let's go for new goals!
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Economy Wednesdays! We carried out an excellent day
of work for the Substitution of Imports in the National

Industry to advance in the strengthening of the
productive engines. We will continue to add value to the

country's production chain to diversify the economy.


